
MODERN APPROACH TO FARMING 
FRAMOS’s D400e Depth Cameras for Vertical Farming and 
Automated Harvesting Solutions

Smart Agriculture, Smart Farming or Vertical Farming refers to the use of modern information and communication 
systems in the agriculture process to digitize the agricultural methods currently used today. It involves using sensors 
to monitor and control plant growth and/or livestock, or to automate processes such as feed output, harvesting or 
fertilization. More and more, vision is being used to enable such solutions.

The graphic below provides an overview of common technologies for depth sensing and their qualities*.

* Structured, TOF & Stereo based on available Intel® RealSense™ products.
Comparison of typical low to midrange ultrasonic technology with Intel® RealSense™  products.

Overall, stereo cameras have proven to be the most robust depth sensing systems for indoor and 
outdoor use and are available from entry level cameras with unbeatable price performance up to high precision 
measurement equipment. Especially the high performance in any lighting condition, the immunity against 
interferences in multi-camera setups or by external light sources and the reasonable costs make them 
perfect for many applications in smart agriculture.

Adding a 2D RGB sensor to provide color information further augments the captured 3D data. Color information 
can be overlaid onto the depth data or used individually, e.g. better assess a plants health status or fruit’s 
ripeness.
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PLANT GROWTH AND HEALTH MONITORING
Depth data can be used to both monitor plant 
growth and health, the latter in combination with 
2D RGB or NIR imaging. The information in turn 
can help to reduce pesticide use as they minimize 
the need for farmers and support workers to 
interact with the plants and thus decrease the risk 
of contamination. 

HARVESTING
Harvesting machines not only have to understand 
their location on the field/ farm and navigate, but also 
need to be able to locate fruits on a plant, assess 
the ripeness and pick it, in some cases without 
damaging the plant. Depth data in combination 
with 2D RGB and/ or NIR imaging allows to assess 
a fruit’s ripeness for automated picking machines.  

NAVIGATING ON THE FARM
Both the visible spectrum and 3D data can be 
used for navigating machinery while avoiding 
plants and other obstacles. This reduces the need 
for additional temporary labor on farms while 
maximizing efficiencies.  
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MONITORING
Depth data to measure 
plant height and 
dimensions.
RGB images to e.g. 
detect spots on leaves.

NAVIGATING
Depth data to check obstacles in 
pathway and calculate best path.
Depth data and RGB image 
stream for object and plant 
detection and recognition.

HARVESTING
Depth data to calculate 
distance to fruits.
Depth data and RGB 
images to identify fruits 
and assess ripeness.
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Multiple cameras can be networked together 
using off the shelf Ethernet switches and 
routers. They are then interfaced to the central 
computer for analysis and interpretation.
The compact design and the mounting 
points on the backside make it easy to mount 
the camera flexibly. 

D400E DEPTH CAMERAS
The FRAMOS’s D400e Depth Cameras have proven 
themselves in vertical farming and automated 
harvesting solutions at our customers, addressing 
many of the challenges that are faced in smart 
agriculture. 

Based on Intel® RealSense™ technology, 
they provide both visible and depth information 
back to the vision system over a Gigabit Ethernet 
backend. 
The longer cable lengths allow the camera 
to be placed at a greater distance from the 
processing computer. 
The standard IP66 enclosure provides 
protection from dust, debris, moisture and shock. 

WHY CHOOSE THE D400e?
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ABOUT  FRAMOS  |  FRAMOS® is an imaging expert, trusted advisor, and vision solutions provider. Since 1981, 
FRAMOS implements the best current and emerging imaging technologies to address specific customer requirements 
and applications. FRAMOS meets these requirements with advanced and proven imaging components from a global 
network of renowned partners and with FRAMOS IP. 
More than 180 FRAMOS employees world-wide are passionate about the unlimited potential of imaging and help customers 
achieve the optimum results from every possible scenario. FRAMOS drives and ensures the entire product development 
journey from POC, through prototyping, to mass production. FRAMOS carefully selects imaging components, like image 
sensors, lenses, or various 3D technologies, and offers custom developments tailored to individual needs and time 
frames. FRAMOS listens and understands customer challenges. With innovative solutions FRAMOS ensures successful 
project outcomes and develops long-term customer relations. 
For more information visit: www.framos.com, LinkedIn or Twitter. 
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